ABSTRACT This paper investigates the problem of power allocation for distributed estimation via diffusion in wireless sensor networks (WSNs) with simultaneous wireless information and power transfer (SWIPT). We consider a WSN consisting of smart sensor nodes (SNs) and common sensor nodes (CNs), and each SN is capable of performing SWIPT via multi-antenna beamforming to its neighboring (i.e., near-tier) CNs. In each diffusion iteration, all nodes collect measurements and exchange intermediate estimates with their neighbors. We first analyze the effect of each SN's beamforming design and each near-tier CN's harvested power allocation on the steady-state network-wide mean square deviation (MSD) of the diffusion leastmean-squares (LMSs) strategy. Then, we formulate a problem to minimize an upper bound MSD by jointly optimizing the global power allocation weights for each SN to perform beamforming, and the local power allocation proportion for each CN to perform measurement collection. We further show that the formulated non-convex problem is decomposable and propose a gradient-based iterative algorithm to find the optimal solution. In addition, for practical implementation, we propose adaptive online approaches to estimate some parameters required for system optimization. Finally, extensive simulation results demonstrate that with optimal power allocation, our proposed scheme improves the MSD performance significantly, compared to the conventional diffusion LMS strategy without wireless power transfer (WPT).
I. INTRODUCTION
Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) are widely deployed for various Internet-of-Things (IoT) applications such as environmental monitoring, industrial sensing, and track of localized phenomenon like a sound source [1] - [4] . Typically, sensors have limited energy, storage, computation ability, and bandwidth to communicate with their neighbors. To reduce the bandwidth requirement and energy consumption, distributed estimation strategies for WSNs have recently drawn growing research interest [5] - [10] . Various distributed
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Lei Jiao. estimation strategies have been proposed, including consensus strategies [7] and diffusion strategies [10] - [14] . For distributed estimation, each sensor in the network exchanges information (e.g., neighborhood data and intermediate estimates) with its neighbors in each iteration. By fusing its own local information with information received from its neighbors, each sensor aims to estimate a global parameter of interest. Comparatively, the diffusion strategies are more attractive than the consensus strategies, because they endow networks with real-time adaptation and learning abilities, and perform better under mild conditions [10] .
Since the operation of WSNs is limited by fixed energy budgets, various methods were proposed to reduce the energy consumption for distributed estimation strategies, such as selective collaboration [15] - [18] , bandwidth allocation [19] , and data reservation [20] . In particular, for neighboring sensor selection, Zhao and Sayed [15] proposed for each sensor to select only one neighbor for consultation, based on its all neighbors' current deviation estimates and a varianceproduct metric. The joint optimization of neighbor selection and power allocation was studied in [16] . A hierarchicalaveraging consensus scheme was proposed in [17] , in which sensors are divided into layered clusters. Hu and Tay [18] proposed a multi-hop diffusion strategy to perform distributed estimation under local and network-wide energy constraints. Each node's information neighborhood is optimized before the diffusion process. A data-reserved periodic diffusion least-mean-squares (LMS) algorithm was proposed in [20] to reduce power consumption without significant degradation of convergence performance. In the above literature, the network-wide mean square deviation (MSD) performance (i.e., the average MSD of the sensors' estimates for the true parameter of interest) is fundamentally limited by the fixed energy budgets of all sensor nodes, which limit the quality of sensor measurements and information exchanges. To address this energy bottleneck, an approach is to introduce additional energy replenishment via energy harvesting at sensor nodes.
Among the technologies of harvesting energy from various sources like solar energy and wireless energy, radiofrequency (RF)-enabled wireless power transfer (WPT) has emerged as a promising approach for IoT applications, 1 due to its flexibility, low cost and long supporting distance up to tens of meters [21] , [22] . An RF-energy harvester is based on a rectifying circuit, consisting of a diode and a passive lowpass filter, which converts the received RF signal to a directcurrent (DC) signal to charge an energy storage component (e.g., battery, (sup-)capacitor). The RF energy can be radiated from the transmitter either isotropically or toward some direction(s) through beamforming. The beamforming transmission, referred to as energy beamforming [23] , [24] , can achieve higher power transmission efficiency than isotropic transmission, by using an antenna array to generate a beam toward the energy receiver(s) [25] - [28] . In [25] , the feasibility of WPT by using massive transmit antennas was justified under practical system parameters. In [26] , the optimal channel training and beamforming scheme was designed to maximize the net harvested energy. The optimal energy beamforming was studied for point-to-point backscatter communication system in [27] , and backscatter relay communication system in [28] . Furthermore, RF-enabled WPT has recently been integrated with wireless communication systems, such as simultaneous wireless information and power transfer (SWIPT) [23] , [29] - [33] , and wireless powered communication networks (WPCN) [34] - [39] . In particular, Zhou et al. [29] proposed two architectures, namely power splitting and time switching, for the receiver of a SWIPT system. The SWIPT system was also studied from other aspects such as rate-energy tradeoff [23] , energy efficiency [30] , energy harvesting models [32] , and waveform design [33] .
RF energy harvesting and energy sharing are recently utilized to enhance the performance of centralized estimation in WSNs [40] - [42] . Psomas and Krikidis [40] studied the centralized estimation of a random event in a wireless powered millimeter-wave sensor network, in which an access point (AP) first performs energy beamforming to multiple sensors in the downlink and then estimates a random source after receiving measurements from those sensors in the uplink. In [41] , a remote fusion center (FC) first receives measurements of a random source from multiple sensors that can harvest energy and also share energy with others, and then uses them to estimate the random source in a centralized manner. A distortion minimization problem was studied and the optimal energy allocation policy for transmission and sharing is derived. Similarly, in [42] , the distortion minimization problem for centralized estimation using multiple sensor with only the ability of energy harvesting was formulated as a Markov decision process based stochastic control problem, and the optimal energy allocation policies were obtained by using dynamic programming techniques.
To the best of our knowledge, exploiting SWIPT to improve the performance of distributed estimation has not been studied in the literature. The harvested RF energy can be used to enhance the accuracy of measurement collection and the reliability of information exchange between sensors over wireless fading channels, thus leading to better distributed estimation performance.
In this paper, we consider a hybrid diffusion-type WSN with SWIPT, which consists of common sensor nodes (CNs) each with a single antenna and smart sensor nodes (SNs) each with multiple antennas. Each SN has unlimited energy 2 and is capable of performing RF-enabled WPT via beamforming to its neighbors, while each CN has a limited energy storage and can harvest RF power to replenish its energy. In each iteration of the diffusion LMS strategy, all nodes collect measurements and exchange intermediate estimates with their neighbors [10] ; specifically, each SN performs SWIPT to its neighboring (namely, near-tier) CNs via beamforming. The energy budgets of all near-tier CNs can thus be increased. This is in sharp contrast to the aforementioned literature [41] , [42] , in which the energy budgets are fixed. The basic idea of this paper is to use WPT to improve the diffusion performance [43] . Our main contributions are as follows:
• We establish the models for information exchange and WPT for the hybrid diffusion-type WSN. Specifically, we design the beamformer for each SN to perform SWIPT to its near-tier CNs over wireless fading channels. We further analyze the effect of the designed SN beamformer's (global) power allocation weights and each near-tier CN's (locally) harvested power allocation proportion on the reliability of information exchange and the accuracy of measurement collection, both of which determine the steady-state network-wide MSD of the diffusion LMS strategy.
• We derive both the exact expression and an upper bound of the steady-state network-wide MSD for such a hybrid diffusion-type WSN. Furthermore, we formulate a problem to minimize the upper-bound MSD, by jointly optimizing the global power allocation weights for SNs to perform SWIPT via beamforming, and the local power allocation proportions for near-tier CNs to use harvested energy for measurement collection. The formulated problem is non-convex and thus difficult to be solved directly.
• We show that the proposed steady-state network-wide MSD minimization problem is decomposable into optimization subproblems. We propose a gradient-based iterative algorithm to find the optimal solutions. Moreover, for practical implementation, we propose adaptive online approaches to estimate various parameters required for system optimization, such as the link-noise variance and the measurement-noise variance.
• Extensive simulation results demonstrate that with optimal power allocation, the proposed scheme improves the steady-state network-wide MSD performance significantly. Under typical parameter settings, the MSD of the proposed scheme is reduced by about ten times (i.e., 9.85 dB) than that of the conventional scheme. We obtain useful insights for the optimal power allocation, as well as the effect of system parameters like the inter-node distances and the SN's antenna number on the MSD performance. The proposed scheme is also numerically shown to be robust to the estimation error of the measurement-noise power. This paper is organized as follows: In Section II, we establish the system model and describe the diffusion strategy we adopt in this paper. In Section III, we present the models for information exchange and WPT over wireless fading channels. In Section IV, we formulate an optimization problem to minimize the steady-state network-wide MSD. In Section V, we show that the problem is decomposable, and propose a gradient-based iterative algorithm to find the optimal solutions, followed by adaptive online approaches for estimating some parameters required for implementing the proposed algorithm. Simulation results are presented in Section VI. Finally, Section VII concludes this paper.
Notations: For readers' convenience, the main notations used in this paper and their meanings are listed in Table 1 . Moreover, we use the following math operations in this paper. (·) * , (·) T and (·) H denotes complex conjugation, transpose and complex conjugate transposition, respectively. λ max (A) and ρ(A) denotes the largest eigenvalue and the spectral radius of a matrix A, respectively. The operation A ⊗ B denotes the Kronecker product of two matrices A and B. vec(·) denotes a column vector in which the columns of its 
II. SYSTEM MODEL
In this section, we first present the hybrid diffusiontype WSN with information-plus-power transfer, and then describe the diffusion strategy we adopt, followed by the MSD performance analysis for the diffusion strategy.
A. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
We consider a hybrid diffusion-type WSN consisting of N sensors (denoted by the set N ) which includes SNs (denoted by N s ) and CNs (denoted by N c ), i.e., N N s ∪ N c . One example of such hybrid WSNs is illustrated in Fig. 1 . Two sensor nodes are defined to be neighbors if they can exchange information (i.e., intermediate updated estimates). The neighborhood of node k including node k itself, denoted by N k , can be predefined according to the network topology and internode distances. We assume that the coverage of each pair of SNs do not overlap, such that the number of SNs is reduced for lower cost and the interference among SNs is negligible. Each SN has L (L ≥ 1) antennas, and is thus able to perform SWIPT to its neighbors via beamforming. Each CN has a single antenna that can be used to exchange information with neighbors and to harvest RF energy. In particular, each CN in the neighborhood of an SN m can receive energy 3 from SN m. We assume that the CN associated with SN m cannot receive energy from other SNs, since other SNs are far away from the CN and the efficiency of energy transfer decays exponentially with the distance. For convenience, we use the set N c n (and N c f ) to denote all near-tier (and far-tier) CNs each of which is (not) within the neighborhood of an (any) SN, i.e., N c N c n ∪ N c f . Each near-tier CN has both battery power and additional power from the energy harvester, while each far-tier CN has only battery power.
In the considered hybrid diffusion-type WSN, each SN performs SWIPT to its associated near-tier CNs, each near- tier CN transfers information to its associated SN and/or its neighboring CN(s), and each far-tier CN transfers information to its neighboring CN(s). This paper aims to minimize the whole network's diffusion MSD, by jointly optimizing the global power allocation for SWIPT from the SNs to their near-tier CNs, as well as the local allocation of harvested power at each near-tier CN.
We consider the diffusion strategy and adopt the same notation as in [44] . In each iteration (i.e., time instant) i, i ≥ 0, sensor k uses a regression data vector u k,i ∈ C M to collect a scalar measurement d k,i . All vectors in this paper are defined to be column vectors. Note that we use subscripts to refer to the time-dependence of scalar variables (e.g., as in d k,i ) and vector variables (e.g., as in u k,i ), respectively. The parameter of interest is denoted by a vector w o ∈ C M . The measurements across all sensors are assumed to follow the following linear regression model:
where v k,i denotes the measurement-noise with zero mean and variance or measurement-noise-power σ 2 v,k . For a diffusion-type WSN, the objective is to compute an estimate w of w o in a distributed manner by solving the following constrained LMS problem
where the expectation is taken with respect to d k,i and u k,i .
B. DIFFUSION ALGORITHMS WITH NOISY INFORMATION EXCHANGE
Diffusion strategies enable the solution of the problem in (2) in a distributed and adaptive manner. Specifically, for noisy information exchange between nodes, the adapt-thencombine (ATC) diffusion strategy [44] is performed using the following update equations at each node k and time instant i
where µ k is a small positive step-size parameter, a lk are combination weights, and v
k,i is the aggregate noise over the neighborhood of sensor k and given by
where v
lk,i is the noise of the link from node l ∈ N k to node k.
lk,i is of zero mean, and has variance or linknoise power σ
2(ψ)
lk . Here, the combination weights satisfy a lk ≥ 0, A1 N = 1 N , and
where A is the combination weight matrix. In this paper, we assume that A is predefined and fixed. In each iteration, the first operation in (3) is an adaptation step where each node k uses its data {d k,i , u k,i } to obtain the intermediate estimate ψ k,i , and the second operation in (3) is a combination step where node k aggregates the intermediate estimates ψ l,i 's from its neighbors l ∈ N k to obtain its updated estimate w k,i . The second operation in (3) involves the sharing of information between sensor k and its neighbors, i.e., each neighbor l of sensor k sends its intermediate estimator ψ l,i to node k over a noisy wireless link. In this paper, we consider only the ATC form of diffusion since it outperforms other alternative diffusion strategies under mild technical conditions [10] .
We make the following assumptions on the measurement data and noise.
1) The regression data u k,i are temporally white and spatially independent random vectors with zero mean and
The corresponding block covariance matrices is denoted as follows
2) The link-noise signal v
lk,i are temporally white and spatially independent random vectors with zero mean and covariance matrix
3) The regression data {u k 1 ,i 1 } and the link-noise {v l 2 k 2 ,i 2 } are mutually-independent random variables for all
The above assumptions imply that the aggregate noise v
has zero mean and the following covariance matrix
C. MEAN-SQUARE-DEVIATION PERFORMANCE
Before introducing some useful results on the MSD of the diffusion strategy, we denote the block matrix M of the stepsizes {µ n }, the weighted block matrix S of the regression vectors' covariance matrices {R u,n }, and the block matrix R (ψ) v of the aggregate noise' covariance matrices {R
To guarantee the mean and mean-square convergence of the ATC strategy, the following matrix B is required to be stable
That is, the spectral radius of B, denoted as ρ(B), is less than 1.
As shown in [44] , the ATC diffusion strategy is both mean and mean-square convergent if the step-sizes {µ k } are sufficiently small, i.e.,
for k = 1, 2, · · · , N , where λ max (A) denotes the largest eigenvalue of the matrix A. In the sequel, we assume the stepsizes {µ k } are chosen subject to (13) . We define the error vector for sensor node k in the i-th iteration to be
The network-wide MSD is then defined as Lemma 1: Assuming the step-sizes {µ k } satisfy (13), the network-wide MSD is given by
where F B ⊗ B * and ⊗ is the Kronecker product. Moreover, the MSD in (16) is upper bounded as follows
where c is some positive scalar in [44, eq. (118)], and ρ(·) denotes the spectral radius of its matrix argument.
From (8), (10) and (17), we note that the upper bound depends on the measurement-noise power {σ 2 v,k } and the link-noise power σ 2(ψ) lk . The overall MSD can thus be reduced, if the measurement-noise power or link-noise power is reduced. The measurement-noise power can be reduced by practical methods like aggregating multiple samples in each measurement. Typically, higher power is required for taking more samples. Also, the link-noise power can be equivalently reduced by increasing the transmission power. The additionally required power can be replenished by harvesting RF-energy from the associated SN. This motivates us to use RF-enabled WPT from SNs to CNs to reduce the networkwide MSD, which will be studied in the sequel sections.
III. WIRELESS INFORMATION EXCHANGE AND POWER TRANSFER
In this section, we establish our models for information exchange and WPT over wireless fading channels for the different categories of sensor nodes: SNs, far-tier CNs and near-tier CNs.
A. WIRELESS INFORMATION AND POWER TRANSFER FROM SNS
In our system framework, each SN m ∈ N s is equipped with L antennas, and performs beamforming for SWIPT to its neighboring CNs. Each neighboring CN performs information decoding and RF-energy harvesting using power-splitting technique [29] . We make the following two assumptions.
• We assume independent block Rayleigh fading, 4 i.e., the channel from node l to node k in iteration i, denoted by h lk,i , follows the L-dimensional Gaussian distribution with zero mean and variance β lk , i.e.,
, where β lk is the path loss.
• All nodes have perfect knowledge of the channels for their neighbors, and all near-tier CNs know the beamformer used by its associated SN. The resulting overhead is assumed to be negligible and thus omitted in this paper.
• We assume that all nodes operate in the half-duplex mode (i.e., each node transmits and receives in different time slots), and all nodes transmit information in an orthogonal multiple-access-channel (MAC) (e.g., in a time-division-multiplexing-access (TDMA) manner), to avoid interference among both neighboring nodes and non-neighboring nodes. SN m first quantizes its intermediate estimate ψ m,i , performs coding and digital modulation. We denote one modulated symbol by s m,i , and assume that s m,i has unit power. Then, it performs beamforming to all its neighboring CNs. The beamformer 5 is given by
where the power allocation coefficients ξ mt 's are subject to
The beamformer in (18) is a maximumratio-transmit (MRT)-type beamformer, with one beam towards each neighbor. The coefficients ξ mt 's of the (global) power allocation among neighboring CNs are adjustable and will be optimized in Section IV. Each SN is assumed to have sufficient power supply, and thus the power consumption for performing beamforming is not considered in this paper.
Let p m be the fixed transmission power of SN m, which is set according to RF regulations, for purpose of safety. The transmitted signal is thus written as
At the neighboring near-tier CN k, the received signal r k,1,i is given by
where n mk,1,i is the noise introduced at the receive antenna. CN k splits the received signal r n,1,i into two streams, i.e., √ ρ k r k,1,i for RF-energy harvesting and √ 1 − ρ k r k,1,i for 4 To focus on the power allocation for diffusion-type WSN, this paper considers Rayleigh fading channels as in SWIPT/WPCN systems [23] , [26] , [37] , which provides worst-case power-transfer and information-transfer performances for other line-of-sight channels like Rician channel. The performances under Rician channel can be easily obtained by following similar steps in [25] , [33] , and [36] , which will be the future work. 5 This beamformer is asymptotically optimal, as the number L of antennas at SNs tends to infinity [35] . And it enables flexible power allocation for different neighboring CNs. information decoding. The power splitting ratio ρ k ∈ [0, 1] is assumed to be fixed.
1) RF-ENERGY HARVESTING
As common assumptions in the RF-based WPT literature [23] , [24] , [33] - [35] , we assume that the harvested power is linearly proportional 6 to the received power and the noise power cannot be harvested. From [35] , the harvested power (i.e., average harvested energy normalized to the time duration of one iteration) by near-tier CN k is given by
where α k ∈ (0, 1) is the energy conversion efficiency for sensor k. Remark 1: In practice, the RF power can be harvested only when it exceeds some threshold [21] . For convenience of analysis, we ignore such threshold in the energy harvesting model (21) . In practice, the set of near-tier CNs can be defined such that the received power at neighboring near-tier CNs exceed such threshold.
We further have the following lemma on the harvested power at each near-tier CN k.
Lemma 2: Given the power allocation weights ξ m of SN m, the average harvested power by near-tier CN k is given by
In (22), the term Lξ mk is from the beam towards CN k, and the term (1 − ξ mk ) is from beams towards other neighboring CNs.
Proof: See proof in Appendix A. Remark 2: Notice that the power in (22) is the harvested power by averaging over all possible channel realizations, for giving the power allocation weights ξ mk 's. It can be treated as the average energy level in an energy storage component which has infinite capacity and is recharged by the harvester. The optimal allocation weights to be obtained in the sequel will be optimal in the average sense. The focus of this paper is to jointly optimize each SN's global power allocation among near-tier CNs, as well as each near-tier CN's local power allocation for measurement collection and information transmission. To state it more clearly, we ignore the dynamics of energy storage component in this paper.
2) INFORMATION DECODING
For information decoding at near-tier CN k, the stream √ 1 − ρ k r k,1,i is further corrupted with baseband noise n mk,2,i with power σ 2 k,2 . Typically, the noise n mk,1,i is negligible compared to the noise n mk,2,i , and is thus ignored in the analysis. That is, the signal for information decoding is given by 6 We adopt the linear model for analytical tractability and performance optimization in this paper, although there are some non-linear energyharvesting models [33] , [45] .
The recovered data can be rewritten as s m,i = s m,i + n mk,i , where the equivalent noise n mk,i has zero mean and power given by
After performing digital demodulation and decoding, the information vector is recovered by near-tier CN k as
mk,i , where the overall noise v (ψ) mk,i includes the noises from digital decoding and quantization. We assume that the quantization noise is negligible, and the power of the overall noise is proportional to the power of decoding noise n mk,i . From (24), the power of noise v (ψ) mk,i is thus obtained as
where the positive constant depends on the digital modulation and coding schemes and can be measured by each node in practice.
B. WIRELESS INFORMATION TRANSFER FROM FAR-TIER CNS
With only battery power, we assume that each far-tier CN l ∈ N lk . We assume that the battery power for each far-tier CN is sufficient for measurement collection and information broadcasting; otherwise, it can be removed from the network topology.
C. WIRELESS INFORMATION TRANSFER FROM NEAR-TIER CNS
With the battery power, each near-tier CN has the same default measurement power and transmission power as a far-tier CN. However, with the additional harvested power p k (ξ mk ) in (22) , each near-tier CN k uses additional power p k,1 out of the harvested power for measurement collection. The remaining harvested power is used as additional power for information transmission, and given by
We assume that the maximal transmission power for node k is p k,2,max . Hence, the constraint p k,2 (ξ mk , p k,1 ) + p k,2 (def) ≤ p k,2,max , ∀k, should be satisfied in practice. For near-tier CN k, higher power for collecting measurements leads to lower measurement-noise power. This can be achieved, for example, by taking multiple observation samples, and taking the sample mean as the final measurement. The measurement-noise power of CN k is given bỹ
The measurement-noise powers for all sensor nodes can thus be summarized as
Also, higher power for wireless transmission increases the reliability of information transfer over wireless links. In particular, for the link from near-tier CN k to its neighbor q, the link-noise power is equivalently given bỹ
. (29) From (22), (26) and (29), the link-noise power for any sensor node q can be summarized as in (30) , shown at the top of the next page.
By endowing the SNs with the ability of SWIPT, the additionally harvested power by its associated near-tier CNs is used to increase their accuracy of measurement collection, as indicated in (28) . Also, when other communication modes such as modulation and coding are fixed, the additionally harvested energy can further increase the reliability of information exchanges between sensors, as indicated in (30) .
IV. PROBLEM FORMULATION FOR MSD MINIMIZATION
In this section, we formulate a problem to minimize the upper-bound MSD in (17) for the considered diffusion-type WSN with information-plus-power transfer.
With WPT from SNs to near-tier CNs, the matrix S in (17) is given by (10) with σ 2 v,k replaced by the reduced measurement-noise powerσ 2 v,k in (28), and the matrix R
v is given by (11) with σ
2(ψ) lk
replaced by the reduced link-noise powerσ 2(ψ) lk in (30) . With fixed step-size matrix M and regression vectors' covariance matrices {R u,k }, our objective is to minimize the numerator of the upper-bound MSD in (17) , given by the following expression
are given in (28) and (30), respectively. In (31), the first term in the summation is for the deviation resulting from measurement-noise, whereas the second term is for the deviation resulting from link-noise. From (28) and (30) , by abandoning the unchanged terms in the summation of (31), it further suffices to minimize the following
in which m(k) is the index of the SN associated with the neartier CN k. In the sequel of this paper, the argument k in m(k) is ignored for notational simplicity. In our framework, the SNs can balance the power transferred to their neighboring CNs by adjusting the global power allocation weights (18); the near-tier CNs can locally adjust their additional powers {p k,1 } used for measurement collection. To minimize the network-wide MSD, we jointly optimize both the global power-allocation weight vectors {ξ m } and the local power allocation values {p k,1 }. In particular, we have the following problem formulation
where the constants are given by
The constraint (33b) means the additionally allocated power for measurement collection cannot exceed the totally harvested power by near-tier CN k. The constraint (33c) means the total transmit power of near-tier CN k which is the sum of the default power p Notice that the optimization problem (33) is non-convex and thus difficult to be solved directly. The reasons are two fold. First, the objective function in (33a) is not jointly convex with respect to the variables {ξ m } and {p k,1 } both of which appear in the denominators. Second, the variables {ξ m } and {p k,1 } are coupled in (33b) and (33c). In the next section, we will propose an efficient iterative algorithm to find the optimal solution.
V. OPTIMAL SOLUTION FOR MSD MINIMIZATION
In this section, we first show that the MSD minimization problem is decomposable in subsection V-A, and then propose a gradient-based method to find the optimal solution in subsection V-B. Also, we propose adaptive online approaches to estimate some required parameters online, to facilitate the algorithm implementation in subsection V-C.
A. PRIMAL DECOMPOSITION
In the coverage of SN m, the wireless power delivered from SN m is allocated among all near-tier CNs by adjusting ξ m . The power harvested by near-tier CN k ∈ N m is further allocated between measurement collection and information transmission by adjusting p k,1 . We observe from (33) that the variables ξ mk and p k,1 are coupled in (33b). However, suppose that the global power allocation variables {ξ m } are fixed. Then, the rest of the optimization problem (33) decouples into several subproblems for local power allocation. The optimization problem (33) can thus be decomposed into two levels of optimizations. At the lower level, the subproblems, one for each CN k ∈ N c n ∩ N m , optimize p k,1 for given ξ m , i.e.,
At the higher-level, the master problems, one for each m ∈ N s , are in charge of updating the coupling variables ξ m , i.e.,
where p k,1 (ξ mk ) is the optimal solution of the subproblem (38) that depends on ξ mk . The above discussion is summarized in the following result. Theorem 1: Problem (33) is primal decomposable. The primal decomposition corresponds to a direct power allocation, since the master problems allocating the wireless power directly by giving each subproblem the amount of wireless power it can use. Unlike conventional primary decomposition, we have multiple master problems, as each SN will allocate wireless power to all its neighbors. Fortunately, all master problems can be solved independently, as it is assumed that there is no overlap between the coverage of any two SNs.
In the next subsection, we propose a gradient-based iterative algorithm to find the optimal solutions to the decomposed problem.
B. GRADIENT-BASED ITERATIVE ALGORITHM
Before giving the gradient-based algorithm, we first derive the derivative of the objective function of the subproblem (38) as in (40), shown at the bottom of the next page.
As stated before, the global power allocation for each SN is independent of other SNs. Hence, it suffices to solve the master problem for each SN m and its associated subproblems. For each SN m ∈ N s , we propose Algorithm 1 to find the optimal power allocation solution.
Algorithm 1 Gradient-Based Iterative Algorithm 1: Initialization: Let be the feasible set defined by (39b) and (39c). Choose ξ m (0) ∈ , a small step-size α, small positive constants ε, sufficiently large f m (ξ m (0)), ∀m, and let the iteration index t = 0.
For each k ∈ N m \ {k}, find the solution p k,1 (t) to the subproblem (38) , and compute the gradient g k (p k,1 (t)).
4:
Update ξ m by using the following gradient method
where g k (p k,1 ) is the gradient of g k (p k,1 ) at the point p k,1 , and [·] denotes the projection onto the feasible set .
5:
Compute the objective value f m (ξ m (t + 1)) in (39a).
6:
Set t = t + 1. 7: end while 8: 
Notice that the gradient-based Algorithm 1 will always converge, since all expressions in the lower-level problem (38) and the higher-level problem (39) are differentiable and smooth. This will be numerically verified in Section VI.
On the other hand, the complexity of Algorithm 1 is low. In each iteration, each near-tier CN k just performs onedimension optimization in step 3, and the SN m updates ξ m simply using the gradient method in step 4 and updates the objective value. It will be numerically shown in Section VI that with ε = 1×10 −10 , the computation time of Algorithm 1 to approach the optimal solution is just about 0.1 second in Matlab software.
C. ONLINE PARAMETER ESTIMATION
Practical implementation of Algorithm 1 requires information about the link-noise variance σ 2(ψ) lk and the measurement-noise variance σ 2 v,k . First, we propose a scheme to estimate the link-noise variance σ 2(ψ) lk during the phase for estimating the wireless channels. Suppose that the channel h lk from each antenna at node l to each antenna at node k is estimated in T successive mini-slots. Denote the pilot signal by some constant z. The received pilot signal in the j-th, j = 1, 2, · · · , T , slot is given by
The channel h lk can be estimated as followŝ
Define the intermediate random variable
As a typical assumption, the link-noises v
lk,j 's are assumed to be independent and identically distributed random variables that follow Gaussian distribution with zero mean and variance σ 2(ψ) lk . We thus have
Moreover, the link-noise variance σ
2(ψ) lk
can be estimated as followŝ
In practice, the channel can be estimated accurately due to relatively short distance between each pair of nodes. The link-noise variance can thus be obtained accurately by using the estimator in (46).
Second, we provide the online estimation of the measurement-noise variance σ 2 v,k . The estimate of σ 2 v,k , denoted byσ 2 v,k (i), is estimated by time-averaging as followŝ σ
where θ is some positive constant less than 1. 
VI. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, we present numerical results on the MSD performance. As shown in Fig. 2 , we consider a connected network with N = 12 sensor nodes among which sensor 4 and 6 are SNs and other sensors are CNs. In Fig. 2 , both x-axis and y-axis has the unit of meter (m). The MSD performance of larger inter-node distance will be given in subsection VI-B.
The carrier frequency for wireless information and power transfer is 900M Hertz (Hz). We assume that the path loss model is β lk = 10
lk , where d lk is the distance between sensor l and sensor k, and the path loss exponent is assumed to be 2. For each CN, we assume that the default power for collecting measurements and transmission are p We follow the simulation parameters in [44] . The unknown complex parameter w o of length M = 2 is randomly generated; its value is [−0.6356 + 0.1304i, −0.6780 − 0.3455i]. We adopt uniform step-sizes, µ k = 0.01, ∀k, and uniform regression data with covariance matrices R u,k = 1.6862 × I 2 , ∀k. We assume that with a reference level of 1 W, the measurement-noise power of CNs are uniform in the range [−25, −10] dB, and the measurement-noise power of SNs are uniform in the range [−35, −25] dB. We also assume that the link-noise power are uniform in the range of [σ 2(ψ) − 5,σ 2(ψ) + 5] dB, in whichσ 2(ψ) is the average linknoise power.
A. RESULTS FOR FIXED L, P M AND INTER-NODE DISTANCES
In this subsection, we assume that the average link-noise power isσ 2(ψ) = −65 dB. The power profiles of the default measurement-noise and link-noise are shown in Fig. 3 . Each SN is equipped with L = 4 antennas, and the transmission power for SNs are p 4 = p 6 = 1 W.
First, we consider the uniform (or averaging) combination rule [10] , i.e.,
where n k is the number of neighbors of node k, i.e., n k |N k |. The optimally global and local power allocation solutions are given in Table 2 . We observe that all near-tier CNs allocate a larger fraction of the harvested power for collecting measurements, to reduce the measurement-noise power. The exact power allocation depends on the noise profile and the distances between each near-tier CN to its associated SN. For instance, for the farther and noisy CN 1, almost all the harvested power is allocated for collecting measurements. Fig. 4 compares the network-wide MSD of the proposed scheme with optimized solutions, to that of the conventional scheme without WPT. The theoretical results (16) are also plotted. We see that with optimized solutions, the steadstate MSD of the proposed scheme is 9.85 dB less than that of the conventional scheme. This verifies the effectiveness of the proposed scheme for adaptive diffusion. This diffusion performance enhancement is because the near-tier
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FIGURE 4. Comparison of MSD (uniform combination rule).
CNs utilize their harvested RF energy to enhance the accuracy of measurement collection and the reliability of information exchange. Notice that the simulated results differ from the theoretical ones in the first 400 iterations, which is because the diffusion algorithm needs some iterations to converge and the theoretical results are for the MSD performance in the converged state [44] . With uniform combination rule and the optimal global power allocation {ξ m }, Fig. 5 compares the steady-state MSD for different local power allocation schemes: 1). optimized local power allocation; 2). allocating all harvested power for measuring, i.e., p k,1 = p k , ∀k ∈ N c n ; 3). allocating all harvested power for transmission, i.e., p k,2 = p k , ∀k ∈ N c n . We first observe that for smaller link-noise power, allocating most power for sensing leads to minimum MSD. Then we observe that as the link-noise power increases, the scheme of allocating all harvested power for measuring (transmission) suffers larger (smaller) increase in the MSD, compared to the optimized scheme. This is because for higher link-noise power, the link-noise has more significant effect on the MSD performance, and more harvested power should be allocated for transmission. This observation shows the importance of balancing the local power allocation, especially for the case of higher link-noise power.
Then, we consider two other combination rules: relativedegree and metropolis combination rule [10] . The relativedegree combination rule is given by while the metropolis combination rule is given by In general, with the optimized solutions, for each combination rule, the MSD is significantly reduced compared to the conventional case without WPT. Moreover, we observe that the uniform combination rule achieves slightly smaller MSD than the relative-degree rule, and the metropolis rule has a relatively larger MSD. 
B. RESULTS FOR VARYING L, P M AND INTER-NODE DISTANCES
In this subsection, we simulate the MSD for varying parameters. Fig. 7 In all previous simulations, we keep the same inter-sensor distances as in Fig. 2 . Now we scale the distances by a multiplicative factor κ. Keeping the same transmit power for all sensors, the link-noise σ 2(ψ) lk is equivalently scaled by κ 2 . Fig. 8 plots the steady-state MSD versus the distance scaling factor κ. We observe that the reduction in the MSD reduces as κ increases. This is because the reduced harvested power leads to weak ability of reducing measurement and link-noise powers, as distances increase. This is why we consider WPT from each SN to only its near-tier CNs. However, we see that for κ = 4 that implies the inter-sensor distance is between 6 meters and 10 meters, the MSD can still be reduced by 2.5 dB, which shows the effectiveness of the proposed scheme. Notice that when line-of-sight channels like Rician channels are considered, the supporting inter-sensor distance can be further enhanced.
In this subsection, we consider the practical scenario in which the measurement-noise variance σ 2 v,k is estimated on-line as in (47). All the link-noise variances are assumed to be estimated perfectly by using the estimator in (46) during the channel estimation phase, since the distance between any pair of nodes is relatively short. The other parameters including the L, p and inter-node distances are fixed as in Section VI-A. The uniform combination rule is adopted. v,k are also plotted. In general, we observe that with estimated σ 2 v,k , the MSD increases slightly compared to the case of perfect σ 2 v,k . Moreover, we see that smaller MSD can be obtained for larger θ . For instance, for θ = 0.9, the degradation of MSD performance is negligible. This verifies that the proposed scheme is practical.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we consider the adaptive diffusion LMS estimation over a hybrid WSN in which each SN is capable of performing simultaneous wireless information and power transfer (SWIPT) to its neighbors via beamforming over fading channels. The steady-state network-wide MSD is minimized, by jointly optimizing the global power allocation weights for SNs to perform SWIPT, and the local power allocation proportion for near-tier CNs to use harvested energy for measurement collection. The formulated non-convex problem is shown to be primal decomposable, and a gradient-based iterative algorithm is proposed to find the optimal solutions. To facilitate the implementation of this algorithm, we propose adaptive approaches to estimate linknoise variance and measurement-noise variance by utilizing channel-estimation pilot and time-averaging, respectively. Numerical results show that with optimal global and local power allocation, the proposed diffusion LMS estimation scheme improves the MSD performance significantly, compared to the conventional scheme without WPT. We observe that for smaller or moderate link-noise power, allocating most power for sensing leads to minimum MSD. The proposed scheme is also numerically shown to be robust to the estimation error of the measurement-noise power. We believe that the proposed diffusion LMS estimation scheme has the potential to be used in future low-power IoTs. The future work include the joint optimization of power allocation and powersplitting efficiency, as well as the diffusion performance under line-of-sight channels like Rician channel, imperfect channel estate information, etc. 
